About Us
Escape Kings is a fun, new and immersive entertainment company that offers companies
team building opportunities outside of the traditional exercises. Our escape rooms are
designed for small groups of 4 – 8 people to participate as a team. Completing the
experience requires communication, critical thinking and some level of creativity in the
group. Our team building activities bring this to life in a safe family friendly
environment.

Our Facility
Escape Kings is conveniently located close to Carowinds amusement park on
Westinghouse Blvd (Exit 1A on I-77). Our facility is on the first floor, handicap accessible,
and has ample free parking for up to 80 cars. Our newly completed facility is modern,
clean and has latest enhancements to provide a fun, friendly and corporate experience.
Our meeting room location can host up to 20 people at once for escape room and
gaming events with an additional space available in our spacious lobby for another 20
people to meet for private events.

Escape Room Experiences

Aztec Ruins
Welcome to Escape Kings Vacations! Your team will be exploring the history of the Aztec Indians and
solving mysteries in your tour of Mexico to find the missing silver horse of Cortes. You will need to work
as a team to complete the tour and find all the hidden secrets. The corporate experience will challenge
even the brightest in the group! Creative challenge with an open game design that is unique to
Charlotte with multiple ways to complete the experience. The experience encourages teamwork while
making it fun at the same time.
The experience encourages teamwork while making it fun at the same time.
Team size:

The recommended team size is at least 4 people to complete the experience fully.
The experience can accommodate up to 8 people at once, however, it can be
experienced with groups of up to 30 people with the usage of our dedicated meeting
area with projectors using 250 inch screens

Difficulty:

4.6 (out of 5)

Outbreak
We need your help! A contagion is spreading over the Charlotte region. Nearly everyone is infected, so
it is up to you and your team to find the missing cure from Dr. Neville’s lab. You will need to work as a
team to locate the cure and the way out in time. The corporate experience will challenge even the
brightest in the group while requiring communication amongst team members to successfully complete
the mission. The experience encourages teamwork while making it fun at the same time.
Team size:

Recommended team size is at least 4 people to complete the experience fully.
Experience can accommodate up to 7 people at once, however can be experienced with
groups of up to 30 people with usage of dedicated meeting area with projectors viewing
on 250 inch screens.

Difficulty:

4.8 (out of 5)

Ghost Hunters
Paranormal activity at Queens Hospital has been detected. Your team has been dispatched to search for
the ghosts to report back to staff. You only have one hour to access inside the hospital before the
clocks 6am. Can you find the ghosts before time is up?
The experience is a little scarier than the rest of our rooms and will challenge even the brightest in the
group with requiring communication amongst team members to successfully complete the
mission. The experience encourages teamwork while making it fun at the same time.

Team size:

Recommended is at least 4 people to complete the experience fully.
Experience can accommodate up to 7 people at once, however can be experienced with
groups of up to 30 people with usage of dedicated meeting area with projectors viewing
on 250 inch screens.

Difficulty:

4.9 (out of 5)

Additional Escape Room Experiences

King Quest
King Arthur has long been known as a legendary king of medieval times. His loyal knights that aided him
throughout his quests were part of the legend and his adventures. As his modern day knights, you live
in his day and work as his loyal subjects to complete his remaining quest. You will need to work as a
group to complete the quest in time with communication amongst team members being the key to
success.
The corporate experience encourages teamwork while making it fun at the same time. Time goes really
fast in this 45 minute experience!
Team size:

Recommended is at least 4 people to complete the experience fully.
Experience can accommodate up to 5 people at once, however can be experienced with
groups of up to 30 people with usage of dedicated meeting area with projectors viewing
on 250 inch screens.

Difficulty:

4.4 (out of 5)

Meeting Options
Gaming Room
Our gaming facility is a great venue for morale events and parties! You and your group will play as a
team in our high-tech gaming facility. Our facility is equipped with 4 large screen projects each capable
of projecting 200+ inch screens for gameplay and having comfortable seating for each player.
Food and drinks can be catered into gaming room.
People:

Up to 30 people

Cost:

$20 per person (8 person minimum) for 2 hours of usage

Contact: Reserve via our corporate booking hotline to schedule: 866 -455-5464 (option #3)

Meeting Room Usage
Our 600 square foot meeting room is a great venue for morale events and parties. Our meeting area
can accommodate up to 30 people for your team event. The meeting room comes with hook-ups for
doing presentations for your group. Common usage of our meeting room by groups is for training and
award ceremonies to recognize employees. Food and drinks can be catered into the meeting room.
Additional meeting option is available to meet with HQ4 for team building, health and wellness. A
private tour of the adjoining 8,000 square foot HQ4 fitness facility is available for your group at no
additional charge.
People:

Up to 30 people

Cost:

$10 per person (5 person minimum) for 1 hour of usage

Contact: Reserve via our corporate booking hotline to schedule: 866 -455-5464 (option #3)

Team Building Review Session
If your group is looking for a more in-depth team building experience which will help identify
strengths and hidden talents, we can help. After the experience is completed, we can provide
you a complete debriefing of your time in our escape room and play back the video from the
event to the team. The team video playback is completed privately in our dedicated meeting
room space.
People:

Up to 30 people

Cost:

$50 per room for a 30 minute review session.

Contact: Reserve via our corporate booking hotline to schedule: 866-455-5464 (option #3)

Escape Room Group Booking Options
Booking option #1
Cost:

$200 per room

Schedule:

You book the number of rooms/spots you need from the corporate events schedule.
Reservations taken by phone or corporate booking line at 866-455-5464 (option #2). This
option is a private event reserved for your group and includes an opportunity to ask additional
questions after the experience. Team photos with the group are available at no additional
charge.

Discounts:

You will also have the ability to continue the experience for 15 additional minutes free of charge
if your team needs the extra time to complete the experience.
Usage of meeting room for food and additional team building available at discounted rate.

Booking option #2
Cost:

$250 per room

Schedule:

Flexible. You tell us the date and time you would like to come.
Reservations taken by phone or corporate booking line at 866-455-5464 (option #2). This
option is a private event reserved for your group and includes the opportunity to ask additional
questions after the experience. Team photos with the group are available at no additional
charge.

Discounts:

You will also have the ability to continue the experience for 15 additional minutes free of charge
if your team needs the extra time to complete the experience.
Usage of meeting room for food and additional team building available at discounted rate.

